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Abstract Future air traffic control will have to rely on

more advanced automation to support human controllers in

their job of safely handling increased traffic volumes. A

prerequisite for the success of such automation is that the

data driving it are reliable. Current technology, however,

still warrants human supervision in coping with (data)

uncertainties and consequently in judging the quality and

validity of machine decisions. In this study, ecological

interface design was used to assist controllers in fault

diagnosis of automated advice, using a prototype ecologi-

cal interface (called the solution space diagram) for tactical

conflict detection and resolution in the horizontal plane.

Results from a human-in-the-loop simulation, in which

sixteen participants were tasked with monitoring automa-

tion and intervening whenever required or desired, revealed

a significant improvement in fault detection and diagnosis

in a complex traffic scenario. Additionally, the experiment

also exposed interesting interaction patterns between the

participants and the advisory system, which seemed unre-

lated to the fault diagnosis task. Here, the explicit means-

ends links appeared to have affected participants’ control

strategy, which was geared toward taking over control from

automation, regardless of the fault condition. This result

suggests that in realizing effective human-automation

teamwork, finding the right balance between offering more

insight (e.g., through ecological interfaces) and striving for

compliance with single (machine) advice is an avenue

worth exploring further.

Keywords Ecological interface design � Air traffic
control � Automation � Supervisory control � Sensor failure �
Decision making

1 Introduction

Predicted air traffic growth, coupled with economic and

environmental realities, forces the future air traffic man-

agement (ATM) system to become more optimized and

strategic in nature (Consortium 2012). One important

aspect of this modernization is the utilization of digital

datalinks between airborne and ground systems via auto-

matic dependent surveillance—broadcast (ADS-B). The

most important benefit of a digital datalink over voice

communication is that it facilitates the introduction of more

advanced automation for efficiently streamlining aircraft

flows, while maintaining safe separations. However, a

prerequisite for the success of such automation is that the

underlying data are reliable and accurate.

Field studies reported mixed findings about the accuracy

of ADS-B position reports. On the one hand, it has been

shown that ADS-B accuracy is already sufficient enough to

meet separation standards and thus could eventually

replace current radar technology (e.g., Jones 2003). On the

other hand, several studies indicated that offsets between

radar and ADS-B position reports could reach up to 7.5

nautical miles (Ali et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2011; Smith

and Cassell 2006). Despite the fact that continuous efforts
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are being undertaken by the ATM community to improve

the quality of ADS-B reports, such position offsets do

provide an interesting case study for fault detection and

diagnosis in an airspace where ADS-B technology is used

to augment radar data with auxiliary aircraft data, such as

the planned waypoint(s), estimated time of arrival, GPS

and/or inertial navigation system positions and indicated

air speed. In general, these auxiliary data contain essential

information that would let a computer generate optimal

solutions to traffic situations. But unreliable data would

render such solutions error prone, demanding human

supervision for judging the validity of machine-generated

decisions and intervene whenever required.

To support humans in this supervisory control task, this

article focuses on using ecological interface design (EID)

in facilitating fault detection and diagnosis of automated

advice in conflict detection and resolution (CD&R), within

a simplified air traffic control (ATC) context. Here, a

prototype ecological interface, called the solution space

diagram (SSD), is used to study the impact of ambiguous

data (i.e., radar data mixed with ADS-B data) on error

propagation and fault detection and diagnosis performance.

More specifically, the role of explicit (and amplified)

‘means-ends’ relationships between the aircraft plotted on

the electronic radar display (source: radar data) and the

functional information plotted within the SSD (source:

ADS-B data) is investigated.

Note that the topic of EID and sensor failure has been

studied before, albeit in process control for manual oper-

ations of power plants (Burns 2000; St-Cyr et al. 2013;

Reising and Sanderson 2004). Here, the emphasis lies on

studying the impact of explicit means-ends relations, as

opposed to implicit means-ends relations, on judging the

validity and quality of automated advice under data

ambiguities within a highly automated operational context.

The goal of this article is thus to complement aforemen-

tioned studies with new empirical insights about the merits

of the EID approach in supervisory control tasks, where

reduced task engagement, in conjunction with distractions

caused by automation prompting action on its advice, could

potentially conceal sensor failures.

2 Background

2.1 Ecological interface design

EID was first introduced by Kim J. Vicente and Jens

Rasmussen some 25 years ago to increase safety in process

control work domains (Vicente and Rasmussen 1992).

Since that time, several books (e.g., Burns and Haj-

dukiewicz 2004; Bennett and Flach 2011) and numerous

articles have explored EID in a variety of application

domains [see Borst et al. (2015) and McIlroy and Stanton

(2015) for overviews]. In short, the EID framework is

focused on making the deep structure (i.e., constraints) and

relationships in a complex work domain directly visible to

the system operator, enabling the operator to solve prob-

lems on skills-, rules- and knowledge-based behavioral

levels.

Central in the development of an ecological interface is

the abstraction hierarchy (AH), a functional model of the

work domain, independent of specific end users (i.e.,

human and/or automated agents) and specific tasks. In

other words, the AH specifies how the system works (i.e.,

underlying principles and physical laws) and what needs to

be known to perform work, but not how to perform the

work and by whom. The goal (and challenge) of EID is then

to map the identified constraints and relationships of the

AH onto an interface in order to facilitate productive

thinking and problem-solving activities (Borst et al. 2015).

A generic template of the AH is shown in Fig. 1. At the

top level, the functional purpose specifies the desired sys-

tem outputs to the environment. The abstract function level

typically contains the underlying laws of physics governing

the work domain. At the generalized function level, the

constraints of processes and information flows inside the

system are described. The physical function level specifies

processes related to sets of interacting components. Finally,

at the bottom level, the physical form contains the specific

states, shapes and locations of the objects in the system. It

is argued that the AH is a psychological relevant way to

structure information, as it mimics how humans generally

tend to solve problems (i.e., top-down reasoning) (Vicente

1999).

The relations between constraints at different levels of

abstraction have been coined as ‘means-ends’ relations. In

a means-end relation, information found at a specific level

of abstraction is related to information at a lower level if it

can answer how it is accomplished (by means of...) and

related to higher-level information if it can answer why it is

needed (to serve the ends of...). The importance of the AH,

Fig. 1 Rasmussen’s AH, showing means-ends relationships between

the levels of abstraction
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and how well and complete its constraints and relations are

represented on an interface, not only plays a critical role in

the success of any ecological interface on decision making,

but also on sensor/system failure detection and diagnosis,

as will be discussed in the following section.

2.2 EID and fault diagnosis

A general concern about ecological interfaces has been that

operators may continue to trust them even when the infor-

mation driving them is unreliable (Vicente and Rasmussen

1992; Vicente et al. 1996; Vicente 2002). However, several

empirical studies have proven otherwise [see Borst et al.

(2015) for an overview]. For example, in process control,

Reising and Sanderson investigated the differences of an

ecological interface over a conventional piping and instru-

mentation diagram for minimal and maximal adequate

instrumentation setups (Reising and Sanderson 2004).

Results showed that the maximally adequate ecological

interface showed the best failure diagnosis performance over

the conventional interface. The main conclusion drawn in

this research was that interfaces should display all relevant

information to the operator, which becomes crucial in

unanticipated events like sensor failures (Reising and San-

derson 2004). Other comparison studies between conven-

tional and ecological interfaces in process control

(Christoffersen et al. 1998; St-Cyr et al. 2013) and aviation

(Borst et al. 2010) showed similar promising results.

In investigations focused more on the means-ends rela-

tions, Ham and Yoon (2001) compared three ecological

displays of a pressurized water cooling control system of a

nuclear power plant on fault detection performance. The

display that explicitly visualized means-ends relations

between the generalized and abstract function levels showed

a significant increased operator performance, indicating an

improved awareness of the system, enabling the human to

solve unexpected situations (Ham and Yoon 2001).

Similarly, Burns (2000) investigated the effect of spatial

and temporal display proximity of related work domain

items on sensor failure detection and diagnosis. Results

showed that a low level of integration provided the fastest

fault detection time, but the most integrated condition

resulted in the fastest and most accurate fault diagnosis

performance. Interestingly, the most integrated display did

not show more data or displayed it better, but ‘(...) it

showed the data in relation to one another in a meaningful

way’ (Burns 2000, p. 241). This helped particularly in

diagnosing faults, which required reasoning and critical

reflection on the feedback provided by the interface.

To summarize, an ecological interface is not vulnerable

to sensor noise and faults by default, but how well and how

complete the AH is mapped on the interface plays a fun-

damental role in diagnosing faults.

2.3 EID and supervisory control tasks

Current empirical investigations on EID and fault diagnosis

mainly comprised manual control tasks, where the com-

puter is used for information acquisition and integration to

compose the visual image portrayed on the interface. When

computers are entering the realm of decision making and

decision execution, the involvement of the human operator

in controlling a process diminishes, making it seem as if

the human–machine interface becomes less important.

Paradoxically, with more automation, the role of the human

operator becomes more critical, not less (Carr 2014).

Consequently, this implies that in highly automated work

environments, the need for proper human–machine inter-

faces only becomes more important (Borst et al. 2015).

With more automation, the human will be pushed into

the role of system supervisor, who has the responsibilities

to oversee the system and intervene whenever the machine

fails. In general, this means that the computer can calculate

a specific (and optimal) solution and automatically execute

it, unless the human vetoes. Such interaction and role

division between human and automated agents are typi-

cally captured in levels of automation (LOA) taxonomies

(Parasuraman et al. 2000). To successfully fulfill the role

as system supervisor, it is thus essential that the human is

able to judge the validity and quality of computer-gener-

ated advice.

Similar to the success of EID in sensor failure diagnosis,

EIDmay offer a plausible solution in judging the validity and

quality of computer-generated advice in supervisory control

tasks. In terms of the AH, sensor failures on lower-level

components can propagate into wrong computer decisions

on higher functional levels. Andwithout an interface that can

help to dissect and ‘see through’ the machine’s advice, the

more difficult it will become to evaluate its validity and

quality against the system’s functional purpose. It is there-

fore expected that explicit means-ends relations will play an

important role in overseeing machine activities and actions.

For future air traffic control, which foresees an increased

reliance on computers capable ofmaking complex decisions,

an ecological interface could help to provide insight into the

rationality guiding the automation, resulting in more

‘transparent’ machines (Borst et al. 2015).

3 Ecological interface for ATC

3.1 Work domain of CD&R

In a nutshell, the job of an air traffic controller entails

separating aircraft safely while organizing and expediting

the flow of air traffic through a piece of airspace (i.e.,

sector) under his or her control. Controllers monitor aircraft
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movements and the separation by using a plan view display

(PVD), i.e., an electronic radar screen. The criterium for

safe separation is keeping aircraft outside each other’s

protected zone—a puck-shaped volume, having a radius of

5 nm horizontally and 1000 ft vertically.

In previous research, the work domain of airborne self-

separation (i.e., CD&R for pilots) has been analyzed and

summarized in an AH (Dam et al. 2008; Ellerbroek et al.

2013). This control problem is similar to the work domain

of an air traffic controller, but with the difference that a

controller is responsible for more than one aircraft. As

such, an adaptation of the AH for self-separation has been

made for air traffic control purposes. The resulting AH and

the corresponding interface mappings on an augmented

PVD are shown in Fig. 2 and will be explained in the

following sections.

3.2 Solution space diagram

Central in the AH and the augmented radar screen is the

portrayal of locomotion constraints for the controlled air-

craft (see Fig. 2). The circular diagram, showing triangular

velocity obstacles within the speed envelope of the selected

aircraft, is called the solution space diagram (SSD). This

diagram integrates several constraints found on lower

levels of the AH into a presentation of how aircraft sur-

rounding the controlled aircraft affects the solution space in

terms of heading and speed. It is thus essentially a

visualization of the abstract function level. The way the

SSD is constructed is graphically explained step-by-step in

Fig. 3. For more details on the design, the reader is referred

to previous work (e.g., Dam et al. 2008; Ellerbroek et al.

2013; Mercado Velasco et al. 2015).

The SSD enables controllers to detect conflicts (i.e.,

when the speed vector of a controlled aircraft lies inside a

conflict zone) and avoid a loss of separation by giving

heading and/or speed clearances to the controlled aircraft

that will direct the speed vector outside a conflict zone.

Any clearance that will move the speed vector into an

unobstructed area will lead to safe separation, but may not

always be optimal. That is, a safe and productive clearance

would direct an aircraft into a safe area that is closest to the

planned destination waypoint. A safe and efficient clear-

ance would be one that results in the smallest state change

and the least additional track miles relative to the initial

state and planned route. Thus, any combination that bal-

ances safety (e.g., adopting margins), efficiency and pro-

ductivity would be possible. The SSD does not dictate any

specific balance, but leaves it up to the controller (and his/

her expertise) to decide on the best possible strategy,

warranted by situation demands.

Linking the conflict zones to their corresponding aircraft

on the radar screen is encoded implicitly in the SSD, as

indicated by the dashed lines in the AH shown in Fig. 2.

Vmin

Vmax

Fig. 2 Abstraction hierarchy, with means-ends relationships, of

CD&R for air traffic control along with corresponding interface

mappings on a PVD

V2

V1

(a)

V1
−V2

Vrel

V2

(b)

V1

V2

V2

(c)

VminVmax

(d)

Fig. 3 The solution space diagram (SSD), showing the triangular

velocity obstacle (i.e., conflict zone) formed by aircraft B within the

speed envelope of the controlled aircraft A. a Traffic geometry,

b conflict zone in relative space, c conflict zone in absolute space,

d resulting solution space diagram for aircraft A
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That is, from the shape and orientation of the conflict zone

a controller can reason on the locations, flight directions

and proximities of neighboring aircraft. In Fig. 4 it can be

seen that the cone of the triangle points toward, at a slight

offset, the neighboring aircraft and the width of the triangle

is large for nearby aircraft and small for far-away aircraft.

Additionally, drawing an imaginary line from the aircraft

blip toward the tip of the triangle indicates the absolute

speed vector of a neighboring aircraft. As such, with the

shape and orientation of the conflict zones, a controller

would be able to link aircraft to their corresponding conflict

zones. Thus, in this way the controller is able to move from

higher-level functional information down toward lower-

level objects.

3.3 Information requirements and error

propagation

Composing the SSD requires information from sensors. In

ATC, the sensors for surveillance are the primary and

secondary radar systems that, combined, can gather aircraft

position, groundspeed, altitude (in flight levels) and call-

sign. This information is insufficient to construct the SSD,

as it requires accurate information about the aircraft speed

envelope (in indicated and true airspeed), destination

waypoint(s), flight direction and current velocity.

Currently, the ATM system is undergoing a modern-

ization phase where aircraft is being equipped with ADS-B

that can broadcast such information to airborne and ground

systems via digital datalinks. Given that continuous efforts

are being undertaken to improve ADS-B in terms of reli-

ability and accuracy, it is very likely that position and

direction information will still remain available from

ground-based radar systems, and that ADS-B is used to

augment radar data with auxiliary data, such as GPS

position, destination waypoint(s), speed envelopes and

speed vectors. Consequently, this implies that discrepan-

cies between ADS-B and the radar image may arise,

resulting in an ambiguity between the aircraft position

shown on the PVD (source: surveillance radar) and the

representation of the conflict zone (source: ADS-B).

Several studies in Europe and Asia have reported fre-

quently occurring ADS-B position errors reaching up to 7.5

nm (Ali et al. 2013; Smith and Cassell 2006; Zhang et al.

2011). The main causes for ADS-B not meeting their

performance standards are: (1) frequency congestion due to

other avionics using the same 1090-MHz frequency spec-

trum, (2) delays in the broadcasted messages and (3) mis-

sed update cycles, resulting mostly in in-trail position

errors.

In Fig. 5 it can be seen how an in-trail ADS-B position

error can propagate into a misalignment of an aircraft

conflict zone and its corresponding radar position. Inter-

estingly, the ambiguity between the conflict zone orienta-

tion and the radar position creates a false solution space in

between the two conflict zones. That is, placing the speed

vector of the controlled aircraft into this area will eventu-

ally result in a loss of separation with the bottom-right

aircraft.

Identifying and diagnosing the validity of the solution

space requires the controller to link the conflict zones to the

aircraft plots on the PVD. In this case, the ADS-B error

would be relatively easy to spot because of the low traffic

density. However, one can imagine that under increased

traffic density and complexity, the error will be obscured

due to a more complex SSD, demanding a more explicit

representation of means-ends relations.

Another factor complicating the identification of a

position error is the distance between the controlled and

observed aircraft. In Fig. 6, it is can be seen that the larger

the distance d, the smaller the visual offset angle Dh of the

conflict zone. At distances d[ 50 nm, an in-trail position

offset of � ¼ 7:5 nm will not be noticeable anymore by

visually inspecting the SSD. For aircraft separation pur-

poses, the look-ahead time will generally encompass

Vobs

Vobs

Vobs Vcon

Fig. 4 Implicit means-ends relations between conflict zones and

aircraft plots shown on the radar screen

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 The effect of an ADS-B in-trail position error (�) on the

visualization of the conflict zone within the SSD. a Without ADS-B

error, b with ADS-B error
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5 min, corresponding to approximately 40 nm for a med-

ium class commercial aircraft at cruising speed. Thus also

here a more explicit representation of means-ends relations

will presumably be helpful in distinguishing between

nearby (i.e., high priority) and far-away (i.e., low priority)

aircraft/conflicts. In terms of human performance, this

could mean the difference between taking immediate

action versus adopting a ‘wait-and-see’ strategy.

3.4 Toward explicit means-ends relations

In the study of Burns (2000), means-ends relations were

made salient with close spatial and temporal proximity of

related display elements. In the SSD, related elements (i.e.,

aircraft and their conflict zones) already have a close

proximity on the electronic radar screen, allowing a con-

troller to link them together, as illustrated in Fig. 4. With

more traffic, however, the SSD can also become more

complex and cluttered (e.g., overlapping conflict zones),

potentially diminishing the benefit of close proximity on

fault detection and diagnosis. To negate this effect, it may

be required to further amplify the relations between aircraft

blips and their corresponding conflict zones.

One way to amplify the means-ends links is by making

use of the mouse cursor device, as illustrated in Fig. 7. To

support top-down linking, clicking on a conflict zone in the

SSD will highlight the corresponding aircraft on the radar

screen. To support bottom-up linking, hovering the mouse

cursor over an aircraft on the radar screen will highlight its

corresponding velocity obstacle. This could enable a con-

troller to more easily match triangles to aircraft, thus

expediting the detection of errors/mismatches, especially in

more complex traffic scenarios.

4 Experiment design

4.1 Participants

Sixteen participants volunteered in the experiment, all

students and staff at the Control and Simulation Depart-

ment, Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University

of Technology. All participants were familiar with both the

ATC domain (and ‘best practices’ in CD&R) and the SSD

from previous experiments and courses, but none of them

had professional ATC experience (see Table 1).

Given the goal and nature of this experiment (i.e.,

studying sensor failures and their impact on judging auto-

mated advice when using an ecological display), prior

knowledge of and experience with the SSD were required.

Concretely, this meant that participants were aware of how

the SSD is constructed (i.e., what aircraft information is

needed), what information is portrayed, and how to use the

SSD to control aircraft, all of which allowed for reduced

training time. Note that, in general, ecological interfaces

are not intuitive by default and would always require some

form of training and deep understanding before people can

exploit the power of such representations (Borst et al.

2015).

4.2 Tasks and instructions

The control task of the participants, as illustrated in Fig. 8,

was to monitor automation that would occasionally give

advice on how to solve a particular conflict (i.e., CD&R) or

how to clear an aircraft to its designated exit point. The

advisories remained valid for 30 s. During that time, par-

ticipants needed to diagnose the validity of the advisories

(by inspecting the SSDs) and rate their quality, or, level of

agreement, by dragging a slider in the advisory dialog

window (see Fig. 8). Finally, advisories could be either

accepted or rejected by clicking on one of two buttons in

the dialog window. In case no accept/reject action was

undertaken within those 30 s, the automation would always

d
Δθ

d

Δθ

Fig. 6 Sensitivity analysis of the visual offset angle Dh as a function

of distance d, at a fixed in-trail position offset �

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 Explicit means-ends relations, by either a clicking on a

conflict zone in the SSD (top-down) or b by hovering the mouse

cursor over an aircraft (bottom-up)
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automatically execute its intended advice. This level of

automation closely resembled ‘Management-by-Exception’

(Parasuraman et al. 2000).

During the supervisory control task, the solution spaces

of all aircraft could be examined, but aircraft could not be

controlled manually. However, only when an aircraft

received an advisory, that particular aircraft became

available for manual control, irrespective of the advisory

being accepted, rejected or expired. Following an advisory,

the color of the subjected aircraft would become, and

remain, blue as an indication of that aircraft being available

for manual control.

Participants were told that in case of accepting a conflict

resolution advisory, the automation would not steer it back

to its exit waypoint some time later. Thus accepting such

an advisory always required at least one manual control

action further on to put the aircraft back on its desired

course. Upon rejecting a conflict resolution advisory, at

least two manual control actions were required (i.e.,

resolving the conflict and clearing the aircraft to its exit

point). For an exit clearance advisory, either no (accept) or

one (reject) manual control action was required. For air-

craft under manual control, participants could give heading

and/or speed clearances by clicking and dragging the speed

vector within the SSD, followed by pressing ENTER on the

keyboard to confirm the clearance.

Finally, it was emphasized to the participants that they

had to carefully inspect the advisories based on the SSD

and the overall traffic situation shown on the radar display.

They were told that during the experiment, errors could

occur in the position reports needed to construct the SSD

(and thus also the advisory), resulting in a mismatch

between the radar positions of the conflict zones. Given the

prior SSD knowledge of the participants, they knew that

position mismatches could either manifest in off-track or

in-trail errors, each having a different effect on the dis-

played conflict zones (see Figs. 4, 5 for off-track and in-

trail offsets, respectively). Participants were, however,

unaware of how many aircraft featured an error as well as

the exact nature of the position error.

4.3 Independent variables

In the experiment, three independent variables were

defined:

1. Availability of amplified means-ends links, with levels

‘Off’ and ‘On’ (between participants),

2. Sensor failure, having levels ‘No Fault’ and ‘Fault’

(within participants) and

3. Scenario complexity, featuring levels ‘Low’ and

‘High’ (within participants).

The rationale for making the amplified means-ends links

a between-participant variable was to prevent participants

from signaling the absence of the means-ends feature as a

system failure. Note that based on an inquiry on the types

and number of previous experiments the participants have

been involved with (see Table 1), an effort was undertaken

to form two balanced groups in order to prevent their prior

experiences confound the means-ends manipulation.

The sensor fault always featured an ADS-B in-trail

position offset of 7.5 nm, which was found in literature to

be a realistic, frequently occurring error. In the scenarios

with a sensor failure, only one aircraft emitted incorrect

ADS-B position reports and would affect the solution

spaces of aircraft receiving an advisory. Additionally, the

in-trail position error always made the ADS-B position

report lag behind the radar plot (see Fig. 5).

Scenario complexity was a derivative of structured

versus unstructured air traffic flows. By keeping the num-

ber of aircraft inside the sector approximately equal

between two complexity levels, the average conflict-free

solution space for the unstructured, high complexity situ-

ation was smaller. The rationale for the two traffic struc-

tures was that a position offset of an aircraft flying in a

stream of multiple aircraft would be easier to spot within a

SSD (see Fig. 5) than aircraft flying from and in different

directions (see Fig. 7).

Table 1 Participant

background information
Profile 9 M.Sc. students, 4 Ph.D. students, 2 Assistant Profs., 1 Full Prof.

Age 22–47 years (average 27)

SSD experiments 1–6 (average 2)

Fig. 8 Simulator screen, showing the control task of participants in

which they needed to assess the quality and validity of automated

advice and either accept or reject it
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4.4 Traffic scenarios and automation

The two levels of scenario complexities were determined

by the sector shape, routing structure and the location of

crossing points (see Fig. 9).

The sector used for the high complexity condition fea-

tured a more unstructured routing network with crossing

points distributed over the airspace. This would require

participants to divide their focus of attention, or area of

interest, potentially inciting more workload. Additionally, a

more unstructured airspace would result in aircraft having a

reduced available solution space, thus making it more

difficult to resolve potential conflicts.

The sector representing low complexity had a more

organized airway system with crossing points clustered

around the center of the airspace. Finally, each sector (and

thus experimental condition) featured on average the same

number of aircraft that were inside the sector simultane-

ously and had approximately the same size.

Two runs with each of the two sectors were performed,

i.e., one run for each failure condition. To prevent scenario

recognition, dummy scenarios were used in between actual

measurement scenarios and measurement scenarios were

rotated 180�. For example, conditions ‘High Complexity-

No Fault’ and ‘High Complexity-Fault’ both featured

sector 2, but rotated over 180�.
In order to test multiple traffic situations per trial, and to

keep the trials repeatable and interesting, the simulation ran

at three times faster than real time. This resulted in a traffic

scenario of 585 s, which ran for 195 s in the simulation.

This was chosen such that four consecutive advisories of

30 s could be given without any overlap, with 15 s initial

adjustment time, 15 s in between advisories and 15 s

manual run-out time after the last advisory. In the scenarios

including a sensor failure, three out of four advisories

would be affected by this failure and would thus be

incorrect.

All advisories were scripted rather than being generated

by an algorithm. This simplification was facilitated by both

the predefined traffic scenarios and the simulated high

LOA (supervisory control task), eliminating the need for

designing and tuning a complex CD&R algorithm. This

also ensured that each participant received the exact same

advisory at the exact same time. However, participants

were told that advisories were in fact generated by a

computer.

Finally, in Table 2 an overview is provided of the

number and type of advisories, organized by experiment

condition. In this table, it is also indicated how many

manual control actions were minimally required after

accepting and rejecting conflict resolution and exit clear-

ance advisories.

4.5 Control variables

The control variables in the experiment were as follows:

• Degrees of freedom All aircrafts were located on the

same altitude (flight level 290) and could not change

their altitude. Thus the CD&R task took place in the

horizontal plane only, making it a 2D control task. Note

that this simplification ensured more comparable results

between participants as they could not change altitude

to resolve conflicts whenever they vetoed an advisory.

• Aircraft type All aircrafts were of the same type, having

an equal speed envelope (180–240 kts indicated

airspeed) and turns at a fixed bank angle of 30�.
• Aircraft count On average, all scenarios featured 11

aircraft simultaneously inside the sector at all times.

• Level of automation (LOA) The chosen LOA for this

experiment was fixed at ‘Management-by-Exception’

(Parasuraman et al. 2000), which meant that the

advisory would automatically be implemented unless

the participant vetoed. The main reason for supervisory

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Sectors used in the simulator trials to manipulate complexity.

a Sector 1: low complexity, b sector 2: high complexity

Table 2 The number and type of advisories encoded in the experi-

ment conditions

Advisory Means ends off/on

Low complexity High complexity

No fault Fault No fault Fault

Conflict

Correct 2 (2) – 2 (2) – 4 (4)

Incorrect – 3 (6) – 3 (6) 6 (12)

Exit

Correct 2 (0) 1 (0) 2 (0) 1 (0) 6 (0)

Incorrect – – – – –

Total 4 (2) 4 (6) 4 (2) 4 (6) 16 (16)

The numbers between brackets represent the minimum number of

required manual control actions after the advisories
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control through Management-by-Exception, instead of

complete manual control, was to not only to simulate a

highly automated operational environment, but also to

keep the evolution of traffic scenarios comparable

between participants as much as possible.

• Automation advisories All scripted advisories featured

a fixed expiration time of 30 s.

• Interface The controllers had always access to the SSD.

That is, whenever they selected an aircraft, the SSD for

that aircraft opened and could be inspected, irrespective

of having received an advisory or not.

4.6 Dependent measures

The dependent measures in the experiment were as

follows:

• Correct accept/reject scores measured if participants

accepted the advisory or wanted to implement their

own solution(s). These scores have also been used as a

proxy for the failure detection performance.

• Advisory agreement rating measured the level of

agreement with the given advisory, which was mea-

sured by a slider bar with scale 0–100 before respond-

ing to the advisory.

• Advisory response time measured the time between

initiation of and response (i.e., accept or reject) to an

advisory. An expired advisory would be measured as a

30-s response time.

• Number of SSD inspections was recorded to measure

how often SSDs were opened, and furthermore how

many means-ends inspections were utilized and in what

way (top-down versus bottom-up).

• Sensor failure diagnosis was measured by using verbal

comments (requiring participants to think aloud during

the trials) and were noted when the correct nature of the

sensor failure (i.e., an in-trail position error lagging

behind the radar plot) was detected and the corre-

sponding aircraft identified.

• Workload ratings measured the overall perceived

workload per trial and were measured using a slider

bar with scale 0–100 at the end of each scenario.

• Control strategy was measured by eliciting a partici-

pant’s main strategy from verbal comments and manual

control performance.

4.7 Procedure

The experiment started with a briefing in combination with

a fixed set of ten training runs, in which the basic working

principles of the interface, the automation and the details of

the task were discussed. The training scenarios gradually

built up in complexity to the level of the actual trial sce-

narios. In training, only two sensor failures occurred to

demonstrate the importance of carefully inspecting the

validity of the SSD (and the given advice) compared to the

radar positions.

After the briefing and training, participants engaged in

seven measurement scenarios of about 3 min. Of these

seven scenarios, four were actual measurement scenarios

according to the independent variables and they were

mixed with three dummy scenarios (without advisories).

The purpose of the dummy scenarios was twofold: (1)

prevent scenario recognition and (2) make advisories and

sensor failures appear as rare events. After each scenario,

participants indicated their perceived workload rating.

When the experiment was finished, a short debriefing

was administered, in which participants could provide

overall feedback on the simulation and their experience and

adopted control strategies. In total, the experiment took

about 2.5 hours per participant.

4.8 Hypotheses

It was hypothesized that the availability of explicit means-

ends relations, compared to implicit means-ends relations,

would result in: (1) an increased number of correctly

accepted and rejected advisories, (2) higher agreement

ratings for correct advisories and lower ratings for incorrect

advisories, (3) lower advisory response times, (4) improved

sensor failure diagnosis, (5) reduced number of SSD

inspections and (6) a lower number of manual control

actions. It was further expected that these results would be

more pronounced in the high complexity scenario.

The main rationale for these hypotheses was that the

explicit means-ends relations would enable participants to

gain a better insight into the traffic situation, leading to

more effective fault detection and manual control

performance.

5 Results

5.1 Advisory acceptance and rejection

The cumulative advisory acceptance and rejection counts,

categorized by experiment condition, are shown in Fig. 10.

Note that the maximum count for correctly accepted

advisories in scenarios without sensor failure was 32 (four

correct advisories times eight participants per group), and

for scenarios with a sensor failure, this number was eight

(one correct advisory times eight participants per group).

For the rejection counts, the maximum count was 24 (three

incorrect advisories times eight participants per group).
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In Fig. 10a it can be seen that both means-ends groups

accepted the majority of correct advice. As hypothesized,

Fig. 10b reveals that group with explicit means-ends links

rejected more incorrect advice. Statistically, however,

neither significant main nor interaction effects have been

found for both the acceptance and rejection counts. From

Fig. 10b it is also clear that quite often incorrect advisories

have been accepted, given the low total number of rejec-

tions. This result can be partially explained by the observed

control strategies, in which accepting advisories was often

used as a gateway to gain manual control over aircraft (see

Sect. 5.8). As such, the acceptance and rejection counts

cannot be considered as good proxies for solely the failure

detection performance.

Due to the low number of correctly rejected advisories,

it is worthwhile to inspect the individual participant con-

tributions. It can be observed that in the high complexity

scenario, more participants of the means-ends group con-

tributed to correct rejections of faulty advice as compared

to the means-ends ‘Off’ group. More interestingly, only a

few participants (i.e., P2 in group means-ends ‘Off’ and P9

and P15 in group means-ends ‘On’) were successful in

rejecting (almost) all incorrect advice. To advance on the

way the means-ends linking was used, P9 and P15 were

among the participants who predominately used top-down

linking by clicking on the triangles (see Fig. 13a). Appar-

ently, for these participants, this strategy led to more suc-

cessful rejections of incorrect advice. Also note that in the

means-ends group, P13 is not at all represented, meaning

that this participant always wrongfully accepted incorrect

advice. This was also true for P3 in the means-ends ‘Off’

group.

5.2 Advisory agreement

The normalized agreement ratings are shown in Fig. 11. A

three-way mixed ANOVA only revealed a significant main

effect of sensor failure (Fð1; 14Þ ¼ 7:017; p ¼ 0:019) and a

significant complexity � means-ends interaction effect

(Fð1; 14Þ ¼ 5:643; p ¼ 0:032), but no main effect of

means-ends. Thus, a fault condition led to lower advisory

agreements and in the low complexity condition, and the

agreement ratings of the means-ends group were generally

lower, irrespective of fault condition.

On a critical note, the reliability of the agreement ratings

can be questioned, given the relatively large spread in the

data. This is especially true for the means-ends ‘Off’ group.

Similar to the acceptance/rejection counts, the control

strategies could explain this spread. That is, not all par-

ticipants may have been equally thorough in evaluating the

advice, especially in the high complexity condition due to

experienced time pressure to inspect a more complex SSD

and act upon the advisory.

5.3 Advisory response time

The advisory response time was defined as the time

between the start of the advisory and it being either

accepted, rejected or expired. In the entire experiment,

however, not a single advisory expired.

The distributions of the average participants’ response

times, categorized by experiment condition, are provided in

Fig. 12. Due to violations of the ANOVA assumptions,

nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis and Friedman tests were

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Number of correctly accepted and rejected advisories, with

the rejection counts broken down per participant. a Correctly accepted
advisories, b correctly rejected advisories
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conducted for between- and within-participant effects,

respectively.

Results revealed only a significant effect of explicit

means-ends relations (Hð1Þ ¼ 3:982; p ¼ 0:046) in the

‘Low Complexity-Fault’ condition. Here, the means-ends

group took longer to act upon an advisory, which runs

counter to what was hypothesized. A Friedman test

reported a significant effect of the within-participant

manipulations (v2ð3Þ ¼ 9:375; p ¼ 0:025), where pairwise

comparisons (adopting a Bonferroni correction) showed a

significant difference between the ‘Low Complexity-No

Fault’ and ‘High Complexity-Fault’ conditions.

The relatively high (variability in) response times were

mainly caused by attention switches. Whenever partici-

pants were busy manually controlling an aircraft that pre-

viously received an advisory, automation could prompt for

action on an advisory for another aircraft. In most cases,

participants first finished working with the aircraft under

manual control before acting upon the advisory. This

behavior was observed in both participant groups. In the

means-ends ‘On’ group, the unexpected increased activity

(discussed in Sect. 5.4) in dissecting the traffic situation

(discussed in Sect. 5.8) was responsible for increased

response times.

5.4 SSD inspections

The total number of SSD inspections was counted and is

displayed in Fig. 13a. Due to violations of the ANOVA

assumption, nonparametric tests were conducted. Kruskal–

Wallis revealed only a significant effect of means-ends in

the ‘Low Complexity-Fault’ condition

(Hð1Þ ¼ 4:431; p ¼ 0:035), where the means-ends group

inspected significantly more aircraft SSDs in contrast to

what was hypothesized. A Friedman test on the within-

participant manipulations was significant

(v2ð3Þ ¼ 8:353; p ¼ 0:039). However, pairwise compar-

isons did not confirm significant differences between con-

ditions after adopting a Bonferroni correction. It can also

be observed that the spread for the means-ends group is

quite large, especially in the low complexity condition,

indicating that not all participants inspected the SSDs

equally frequently. A Levene’s test, however, did not mark

these spread patterns to be significantly different.

The increased activity of participants in the means-ends

‘On’ group was unexpected and counter to the hypothesis.

It was expected that explicit means-ends links would make

the search for neighboring aircraft that could be affected by

an advisory, more efficient and thus reduce the need to

open the SSDs of (many) other aircraft. Instead, it was

observed that the means-ends links seemed to have

encouraged participants to inspect the SSDs of more air-

craft more frequently. This behavior can be partially

explained by the observed control strategy as will be dis-

cussed in Sect. 5.8.

Another interesting result was found when investigating

how the explicit means-ends links were used. Comparing

the counts in Fig. 13b with the ones in Fig. 13c, it is clear

that hovering (i.e., bottom-up linking) was more frequently

used than clicking on the triangles (i.e., top-down linking).

This was rather unexpected, because bottom-up linking

would take more effort, especially in the complex scenario

2.00

1.00

.00

-1.00

-2.00

Fig. 11 Advisory agreement

Fig. 12 Average participant advisory response time
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where aircraft was more scattered around the airspace. The

fastest way to use the means-ends links would be to first

click on the triangles close to the advisory. This would

narrow the search down to one or more (in case of over-

lapping triangles) aircraft on the PVD. Then, the search

could be finalized by hovering over the remaining aircraft

to link each triangle to its aircraft. Note that in the briefing

(and training) prior to the experiment, participants were not

instructed on this strategy to avoid biasing the results. Only

three participants (P9, P12 and P15) discovered and

adopted the preferred strategy, and two of them (P9 and

P15) were also the ones who correctly rejected the majority

of faulty advice (see Fig. 10b).

5.5 Sensor failure diagnosis

Successful sensor failure diagnosis was established through

verbal comments during the experiment, facilitated by

participants (in both groups) thinking aloud. A detection

was judged to have occurred when the participants found

the one aircraft exhibiting a sensor failure and could

explain what the nature of the failure was (i.e., in-trail

position offset lagging behind the radar position).

The cumulative numbers of successful detections are

shown in Fig. 14, where a maximum cumulative result of

eight was possible (one ADS-B failure per scenario times

eight participants), indicated by the dotted line. Kruskal–

Wallis only revealed a significant main effect of means-

ends in the high complexity condition

(Hð1Þ ¼ 4:01; p ¼ 0:046). Interestingly, despite the high

success rate for the means-ends group in this condition, this

was not reflected in rejection counts. This is yet another

indication that the interaction with the advisories itself is

not a good proxy for the fault detection performance.

Another interesting observation was that incorrect sen-

sor failure detection involved participants thinking that

there was an off-track position error, which would make

the triangle appear wider or sharper than necessary (de-

pending on the presumed proximity between the selected

and the observed aircraft). In their opinion, this made

resolution advisories not necessarily incorrect, but ineffi-

cient by taking either too much or too little buffer in

avoiding conflicts. This caused them to initially accept an

advisory, followed by a manual control action to improve

its ‘efficiency.’ This action, however, triggered more

manual control inputs moments later, as the real failure had

not been properly detected.

5.6 Workload

After each scenario, participants submitted a workload

score by means of a slider bar with values varying from 0

(low perceived workload) to 100 (extreme high perceived

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13 SSD inspections and means-ends usage. a SSD inspections,

b top-down linking, c bottom-up linking
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workload). The normalized workload ratings can be seen in

Fig. 15, which reveals that a fault condition resulted in

higher workload. A three-way mixed ANOVA indeed

revealed a significant main effect of failure

(Fð1; 14Þ ¼ 19:327; p\0:05), but also reported neither

main nor interaction effects of the means-ends and com-

plexity manipulations. Despite these results, the perceived

workload was relatively low, given the nature of the

supervisory control task. The participants needed to mon-

itor the traffic scenarios and could only manipulate it when

a advisory would pop up for an aircraft that either needed

an exit clearance or a conflict resolution. Note that the

choice for this particular control task was made intention-

ally in order to investigate how low workload conditions

(and reduced vigilance) would impact failure diagnosis.

5.7 Manual control performance

Ideally, each participant required minimally 16 manual

control actions over the entire experiment (see Table 2),

totaling 128 commands per means-ends group. In Table 3,

it can be seen that many more commands were given in

both groups. The group with explicit means-ends gave

fewer commands in total, as hypothesized. This result,

however, was not statistically significant.

Interestingly, the means-ends manipulation seemed to

have reduced the number of heading-only (HDG) and

combined (COMB) commands and increased the number

of speed-only (SPD) commands. Note that a combined

command featured a single ATC instruction containing

both a speed and a heading clearance. The rationale for

including such a clearance was that it might say something

about the participants’ efficiency in ‘communicating’ with

the aircraft.

A graphical depiction of the number and type of com-

mands, distributed over the experiment conditions, is

shown in Fig. 16. Recall from Table 2 that in the ‘No

Fault’ condition a minimum of 16 manual control actions

was required and for the ‘Fault’ condition 48 control

actions. This means that in the failure condition, approxi-

mately 20% more commands were given than necessary,

whereas this increase is about 55% in the nonfailure con-

dition. However, the differences in number of commands

between the complexity levels within one failure condition

were not significant.

When considering the type and number of commands

per participant (see Fig. 17), the preference for more SPD

clearances in the means-ends group becomes apparent.

However, it also becomes clear that not all participants

contributed equally to the overall increase in manual con-

trol actions. Some participants (i.e., P3, P11 and P12) gave

even less clearances than minimally required. They often

did not steer aircraft back to their exit point after solving a

conflict. Recall that after a conflict resolution advisory, the

Fig. 14 Correct failure diagnosis

Fig. 15 Normalized workload rating

Table 3 Number of commands, categorized by type and means-ends

condition

Commands Means ends off Means ends on Totals

SPD 24 39 63

HDG 90 73 163

COMB 68 55 123

182 167 349
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automation would not issue an exit clearance advice and

thus it was up to the discretion of the participants to steer

aircraft back on course. A few other participants (e.g., P1

and P8) almost doubled the number of clearances as they

were continuously trying to ‘optimize’ their conflict reso-

lutions and exit clearances. Note that such individual dif-

ferences can be expected when using ecological interfaces,

as these displays do not dictate one particular course of

action.

5.8 Control strategies

Besides the manual control performances, participant

strategies were elicited from observations and verbal

comments during and after the experiment. A qualitative

depiction of two main control strategies is provided in

Fig. 18 as flow maps. The nominal strategy illustrated in

Fig. 18a was the anticipated/designed strategy for failure

detection and diagnosis. However, only six participants

followed this strategy (i.e., P3, P5, P6, P7, P11 and P12).

This observation is also reflected in the advisory response

times (Fig. 12), the SSD inspections (Fig. 13a) and the

number of control actions (Fig. 17).

All other participants (i.e., the majority within the

means-ends ‘On’ group) followed a more complicated

strategy, which was unexpected given the instructions and

the limitations of the traffic simulator. In its most succinct

form, this strategy was geared toward gaining manual

control over the traffic scenario as much as possible. That

is, as soon as a simulator trial commenced, participants

immediately began to inspect all SSDs and used the means-

ends linking when this was available, to proactively scan

for potential problems and solutions. Then, the accept/re-

ject buttons were used as gateways to gain manual control

over aircraft and work around the automation’s advice.

Here, the more convenient positioning of the ‘accept’

button above the ‘reject’ button (see Fig. 8) may have been

responsible for causing a bias toward accepting advice.

The ‘quickly-gaining-manual-control’ strategy also led

to some frustration among participants in the means-ends

group. The designed limitation of the simulator only

allowed interaction with aircraft that received an advisory,

whereas some participants ideally wanted to solve a con-

flict by interacting with another aircraft. Here, the explicit

means-ends links could highlight other, and perhaps more

convenient, aircraft to interact with. In that sense, the

limitations of the simulator did not allow participants to

fully exploit their plans. Instead, they had to fall back to a

back-up strategy that involved temporarily vectoring the

aircraft under manual control into conflict zones of (far-

away) aircraft that could not be controlled. This back-up

Fig. 16 Total number of commands, categorized by type and

experiment condition

Fig. 17 Number and types of commands per participant

(a)

(b)

Fig. 18 Qualitative illustrations of observed control strategies.

a Expected (nominal) behavior, b unexpected (observed) behavior
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strategy often required follow-up control actions and speed

clearances to solve new conflicts that they deliberately

created, which explains the higher number of manual

control actions than was minimally required.

6 Discussion

The goal of this research was to investigate the impact of

explicit means-ends relationships on fault diagnosis of

automated advice. Here, the focus was on diagnosing rare

failure events in a supervisory air traffic control setting.

Guided by previous studies, it was reasonable to assume

that explicit means-ends links would make the fault

detection and supervisory control tasks more efficient and

effective.

The results revealed that the fault detection perfor-

mance, as established through verbal comments, was

indeed significantly (and positively) affected by the explicit

means-ends links in the high complexity scenario. The

majority of other measurements, especially the interaction

with the advisory system, were either inconclusive (due to

a lack of statistical significance) or ran counter to the

hypotheses. These results were mainly caused by unex-

pected, but interesting interaction patterns of the partici-

pants with both the advisory system and ecological

interface. These patterns appeared to be unrelated to the

fault diagnosis task and geared toward taking control over

from automation. As a result, several participants in the

means-ends group were more active than anticipated and

exploited the means-ends links to work around the

automation’s limitations. In combination with the limited

sample size, not many significant results were found due to

the variability between participants, which caused spread in

the data. Note that variability between participants is

expected when using ecological interfaces, because such

interfaces do not dictate any specific course of action.

However, the level of variability that was observed was

unexpected, given the instructions and the carefully

designed limitations of the simulator. In hindsight, two

factors may have contributed to these findings.

First of all, a supervisory control context, in which

decision authority shifts toward a computer, is not always

well appreciated by human operators (Bekier et al. 2012).

This can lead to people rejecting any form of automated

decision support. Additionally, introducing a higher level

of automation into socio-technical work domains generally

involves making difficult and intertwined trade-offs and

decisions to find the right balance between human and

machine authority and autonomy (e.g., Dekker and Woods

1999). Despite the carefully designed experiment, it can

thus be argued that still too much control authority was

allocated to the participants, making it difficult to study the

phenomenon of interest. Note that the outcomes of ATC

experiments are generally very difficult to control, as any

decision made by a participant can affect the evolution of

traffic situations in unexpected ways.

Second, all advisories were scripted and thus the same

for all participants. Although this was deemed necessary

for the sake of experimental control, research has also

indicated that acceptance problems may arise when com-

puter advice does not match the operator’s way of working

(Westin et al. 2016). As evidenced by the manual control

performance, participants in both groups did seem to prefer

different types of clearances. To mitigate fighting against

the automation, it may be better to provide advisories in

line with the operator’s preferences. This, however, would

be difficult to tune as this concept hinges on how consistent

each person reacts to the same situation.

The observed strategy of ‘fighting against the automa-

tion’ cannot solely be attributed to the chosen level of

automation and the implementation of the scripted advi-

sories, however. This strategy has to be considered in light

of the decision aid that was used, i.e., the SSD. This

interface is intended to give participants more insight into

the traffic situation and enable them to see more solutions

than just the one that was offered by the automation. In

case of explicit means-ends relations, participants were

able to elicit more ways to solve problems, leading them to

implement (for example) more speed clearances than the

group without the explicit means-ends links.

Our experiment has exposed a potential dilemma

regarding the use of ecological interfaces in highly auto-

mated control environments. On the one hand, constraint-

based interfaces could facilitate automation transparency

(Borst et al. 2015), allowing operators to better judge the

validity and quality of specific computer advice. On the

other hand, ecological interfaces reveal all feasible control

actions within the work domain constraints, thereby

increasing the chance that people will disagree with advice

that wants to push them into one specific direction.

Therefore, finding the right balance between offering more

insight (e.g., through ecological interfaces) and striving for

compliance with single (machine) advice is an avenue

worth exploring further.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented the empirical investigation of explicit

means-ends relations, in an ecological interface, on fault

diagnosis of automated advice in a supervisory air traffic

control task. Although a significant improvement in fault

detection and diagnosis was indeed observed in a high

complexity scenario, the experiment also exposed unex-

pected results regarding the participants’ interactions with
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the advisory system and ecological interface. The explicit

means-ends links appeared to have mainly affected par-

ticipants’ control strategy, which was geared toward taking

over control from automation, regardless of the fault con-

dition. A plausible explanation is that the explicit relations

expanded the participants’ view on the traffic situations and

allowed them to see more solutions than just the one that

was offered by the advisory. This suggests that offering

more insight, versus striving for compliance with single

(machine) advice, is a delegate balance worth exploring

further.
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